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PlayMaker for Sports Production
Enhance your sports news with rich highlights

Get post-production capabilities in  
a real-time environment 
PlayMaker’s new FlexFX provides enriched storytelling 
capabilities, enabling you to add real-time video effects and 
graphic transitions to sports highlights in live productions—
even when turnaround times are short. Enhance video playlists 
with amazing video effects, including glow, film, sepia, and 
more, as well as full 3D graphics transitions. And easily edit 
graphic templates right from the touchscreen for immediate 
real-time playout, providing a much better storytelling tool for 
any fast-paced production.

Maximize efficiency while minimizing costs
PlayMaker features a variety of unique tools and powerful data 
management, making it easy for a single operator to work on 
multiple games in parallel. Not only does its workflows save 
significant time, it also protects against human error, such  
as placing clips from one game into the playlist of a  
different game. 

Marked segments can be added directly into a playlist, 
eliminating more than 50% of the button presses required in 
other products. And when switching between different games, 
PlayMaker automatically recues the selected channel to the 
last timecode position, eliminating the need to write down and 
retype this information every time you switch inputs.

Get robust data management 
The built-in SmartEvents engine makes streamlining media 
management fast—even with large volumes of incoming video 
data. Simply tag, sort, and index your clip highlights using 
descriptive metadata such as the player’s name, type of game 
action shown, and other narrative details. Then instantly 
access any of the tagged events at the press of a button for 

immediate playback in the studio. Press a button twice and you 
can add your search results into a playlist in seconds.

Enable collaboration with  
Interplay | Production
With new real-time collaborative workflows, you can 
turn around content instantly. For high-profile games, 
use PlayMaker’s live editing capabilities and stream the 
entire game to Avid NEXIS™ storage for immediate team 
collaboration, enabling review and “Edit While Capture” 
operation to MediaCentral® | UX and Media Composer®. For 
other games, you can edit highlights directly using PlayMaker 
and automatically share game highlights across your entire 
Interplay® | Production environment. Based on automated 
rules, any new PlayMaker-marked segment is instantly exported 
to Avid NEXIS and checked into Interplay immediately, 
including keywords like player names, type of play, and other 
descriptive metadata, maximizing efficiency.

Integrate into any environment 
PlayMaker easily connects and collaborates with Avid NEXIS 
and third-party storage devices, so you can work with the 
systems you already have. With its embedded import/export 
capabilities, there’s no need for additional expensive and 
complicated intermediate hardware, saving you time  
and money.

Choose the ideal bundle  
for your needs and budget
PlayMaker now comes in three cost-effective bundles, 
providing everything from a streamlined record, edit, and 
playback package, all the way to a fully redundant environment 
with embedded import and export.
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With the increasing cost of sports broadcasting rights and the relentless pressure to maximize investment, 
sports broadcasters require more efficient and faster workflows. PlayMaker™ significantly accelerates 
operation, improves productivity, and enhances the overall quality of your broadcast by offering a fast and 
easy way to create compelling sports highlights from multiple game feeds.

PlayMaker Bundles PlayMaker Basic Bundle PlayMaker Premium Bundle PlayMaker Elite Bundle

PlayMaker Controller 1 included 1 included 2 included

PlayMaker HD/SD 6 in / 2 out 1 included 1 included 2 included

Pivot Windows-based controller Not included 1 included 1 included

Export/Import plug-in Not included 1 included 2 included

NetStream Not included Not included Included

PlayNet clip sharing Not included Not included 2 included
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